Objective : The purpose of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of proton density magnetic resonance (PD MR) imaging for localization of paraclinoid internal carotid artery aneurysms.
INTRODUCTION
Unruptured paraclinoid internal carotid artery (ICA) aneurysms are commonly encountered in neurosurgery.
However, their surgical treatment is challenging due to the complex anatomical relationship with nearby bony and neurovascular structures. A recent study found that these lesions have a relatively benign natural course. 6) Therefore, consideration of the risks and benefits is important when determining which aneurysms should be treated. Treatment of unruptured paraclinoid aneurysms can differ according to their relationship to the distal dural ring (DDR). The risk of rupture maybe lower for extradural aneurysms, which are located below the DDR, with a more difficult surgical approach, compared with intradural aneurysms. Therefore, determining the relationship between paraclinoid aneurysms and the DDR is important.
Proton density magnetic resonance (PD MR) imaging is a basic spin echo pulse sequence generated from long repetition time (TR) and short echo time (TE), which reflects the number of hydrogen nuclei in a tissue.
1)4) Therefore, PD MR and its multiplanar reconstruction images can provide clearer and more direct discrimination of arterial structures from dural structures than other MR imaging techniques. The aim of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of PD MR imaging for localization of paraclinoid aneurysms in order to determine the most appropriate treatment strategy. Table 2 .
MATERIALS AND METHODS

From
Case reports
Case I
A 68-year-old female suffering from chronic headache underwent brain CT angiography, which showed an aneurysm of the right distal ICA. DSA showed a 7.9 mm aneurysm with medial projection of the right paraclinoid ICA (Fig. 1A) . PD MR showed that the aneurysm was intradural (Fig. 1B) , and successful coiling was performed (Fig. 1C) despite coil stretch.
Case II
A 52-year-old female was admitted for incidental finding of an unruptured paraclinoid aneurysm. DSA showed a 5.0 mm aneurysm with inferior/posterior projection. PD MR was performed for localization of the aneurysm ( Fig. 2A) . However, the distal dural ring and aneurysm could not be discriminated on a PD MR coronal image (Fig. 2B ). We were able to identify the transdural location of this aneurysm by multiplanar reconstruction (Fig. 2C ).
DISCUSSION
The cavernous sinus is covered by two layers of dura mater, the periosteal layer, and the meningeal layer, which continues to the distal dural ring (DDR) and diaphragm. This study was not without limitations. First, our results cannot be easily generalized due to the small sample size (n = 76). Second, none of the aneurysms could be directly visualized and identified on surgical exploration.
In our series, most of the treated aneurysms were intradural and medial projecting lesions and we prefer endovascular coiling to surgical clipping in such cases.
However, a surgical approach will be performed in a future study and we anticipate confirmation of PD MR findings, and comparison with other MR techniques should be evaluated in future study.
CONCLUSION
Proton density MR with multiplanar reconstruction can provide better localization of paraclinoid aneurysms in relation to the DDR. This MR technique may provide additional information about the natural history of paraclinoid aneurysms in future studies.
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